Ways to Boost Club Income

Here are revenue-producing ideas that are inexpensive and effective

by JOHN PHILIP BACHNER PRESIDENT, JOHN BACHNER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Not too long ago our firm was contacted by a suburban Washington, D.C., country club. The problem at the club was far from unique: lack of members or, stated another way, lack of income. It’s a tough position to be in, because usually it takes money to make money. Once a club gets itself into a negative position, raising funds becomes difficult.

The goal we set for the club, therefore, was to develop a list of inexpensive, but effective, promotional programs designed to renew interest on the part of current members, bring in new members and boost profits.

The list that follows was tailor made for the particular club involved: 27 holes, small clubhouse, even smaller snack bar/dining room, plus a pro shop. Privately owned and semi-private, the club is in reasonably good condition. To help you make sense out of the suggestions, we’ve rephrased them into instructional segments for you to apply to your own circumstances.

MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

The least expensive, and perhaps most effective, membership campaign is called “every member get a member.” It involves encouraging members to bring in the prospects. One inducement often used is to give every prospective member accompanied by a member a free round. An inducement for the members could be a dozen golf balls for each member brought in and series of awards for year-end presentation, such as for example, father and mother playing golf only on the weekends, but kids in the pool anytime.

SUGGESTION BOX PROGRAM

Suggestion box programs are as old as the hills, but they linger on for good reason. They work. Not only do they give members and employees an opportunity to contribute their thoughts and gripes, but they also are a source for some good ideas. For employees, at least, consider rewarding those whose suggestions result in improvements. To make the program work, be certain to read each suggestion and reply directly to whoever offered it, indicating thanks for interest, enthusiasm, ways in which the suggestion can be implemented, why the suggestion won’t work, and so on.

UTILIZE INSIDE SPACE

Utilize interior space as much as possible. An area that you may use now to stack extra chairs, for example, could be used to hold a coin-operated bumper pool table or a coin-operated bowling game, or perhaps it could be turned into a sauna bath, card room or exercise area.
A low-cost utility vehicle designed to transport supervisors and workmen and save many valuable man-hours wasted in walking. Will pay for itself time and time again.

Its 4-cycle engine moves the Minute-Miser along at up to 15 mph even with a second passenger on an optional tandem seat. Easily hauls a ball picker or Minute-Miser Trailer loaded with up to 250 lbs. of tools, chemicals, or machines. Also perfect for towing the Ryan Greensweep turf, green and pavement sweeper.

Large, turf tires are gentle on turf and its suspension is gentle on riders, too. The Minute-Miser is a rugged, fast, comfortable machine for quick-on-the-turf transportation. It's a time and money saver.

Write for more information and the name of your nearest Ryan dealer.
FOURSOME FINDER
People who want to get into a foursome or threesomes looking for a fourth could be instructed to leave their names at your office. Then you can do your best to get people and foursomes together. It’s an easy service to provide, but can have very positive effects.

SPECIAL EVENTS SPACE
Special events are always good, such as a beer blast (pay for food, club provides all the beer), cook-out, and so on. Although you may not have the facilities, you can very easily rent or purchase a large tent to hold all the people. It becomes, more or less, an “instant clubhouse.”

USE EXTRA SPACE OUTSIDE
If your club is surrounded by heavily wooded area, consider using it. For example, do you have the room to put in an archery range? It’s an easy enough addition to club facilities, and the cost is purely minimal. What about putting in some barbecue grills to let members come for family picnics and outings, fishing? Near an historical site? Investigate the possibility of purchasing some inexpensive mine detectors for rental to members who can go out looking for buried relics. Also check into the feasibility of having bicycle or minibike trails, or easily moved ping pong tables. In essence, use your imagination. Put an unused outside area to use.

TIE-INS WITH AREA COMPANIES
If you have any large organizations in your area, pay a visit to the personnel director or a corporate officer. What about offering a block of memberships to employees at a discount or reduced green fee and/or car rate? You may wish to tie in with an offering of a special tournament for employees. It’s good for the company. It’s good for you.

TIE-INS WITH NEW HOUSING
If you live in an area where new communities are being built, even a trailer home community, talk to the builders. Perhaps they would be willing to buy a block of memberships and include one membership with each home sold or at least be willing to offer them at a discount to persons purchasing new homes.

TEAMS
Do any area high schools or colleges have golf teams? If not, could you encourage their formation? And if they do and are not playing on your course, could you offer a discount to teams? What about general discounts for all area educators? It could be a chance for some very good income, especially on those days when the course is not being used heavily.

CHARITABLE GROUP TIE-IN
Approach a charitable fund-raising group and see if it would be willing to sell membership in your club to its members. A church group, for example, could receive a donation from you for each membership sold.

TOURIST TIE-IN
Investigate the possibility of tying in with area tourist bureaus to offer tourists special discounts on the club course or just the opportunity to play. In a similar manner, you may be able to create a tie-in with several area hotels or motels, and may even be able to arrange special tournaments for groups of persons attending conventions in your area.

BOOST MEMBERSHIP INDEUCEMENTS
Boost membership inducements with items such as several free lessons with membership (for which the pro could be reimbursed at a low rate) or a dozen golf balls, a new putter, and so on.

FRONT-LOADED DUES
Because most people hate to pay for something they don’t have, consider structuring dues payments so they are paid completely during the golfing season. Members then have to pay nothing over the winter. For example, eight monthly payments of $30 instead of 12 at $20.

BUYING SERVICE FOR MEMBERS
Investigate the possibility of a buying service for members. Buying services are now established in many areas of the nation. They work by getting rebates from suppliers and distributors on items such as automobiles, campers, tires, batteries, furniture and major appliances. See if there’s one in your area that will provide these kinds of discounts to members of your club. If not, survey the membership. Are there any members who could provide goods or services to members at a discount? The service costs the club nothing, but it’s very much appreciated by members and, of course, represents something lost if membership is allowed to lapse.

DAY CARE
Look into the possibility of having a small, but well-run day care center for mothers who want to play golf but need a babysitter. It’s convenient for the women and may even generate a profit.

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
Consider developing a monthly newsletter for members. It will cost far less than you think for a neatly typed publication and creates an excellent sense of intimacy while providing news of club activities. You even may be able to sell ad space or run ads for your pro shop.
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CLUB BULLETIN BOARD
Create a club bulletin board for members' use. They can put up notices of club, civic or other group happenings or personal advertisements.

OFF-SEASON EVENTS
If you do have a winter which prohibits golfing and use of most other facilities, try to stir up action and income through use of what can be used. As an example, consider having an "Apres Ski Party" without the skiing.

PROMOTE CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
Cash in on Christmas—everyone else does. Make up a mailer to members detailing specials at the pro shop. You may even want to create a special three-month membership to be given by a member as a gift.

POOL RENTALS
Do you have a swimming pool? If so, consider renting it out to private parties at night and perhaps even catering these parties. All that it takes to get something like this started is asking members if they are interested. Sell a few parties and then you're in business. The same can be applied if you have tennis courts or similar facilities.

CREDIT CARDS
Help along the cashless society concept by having either your own charge system or accepting a bank card. A charge card could be used for paying initiation fees and dues.

REFRESHMENT TRUCK
Would it be possible to buy a truck to be outfitted for sales of liquor, beer, wine, soft drinks or whatever for strategic placement around the sixth or 13th hole at least on weekends? It's a nice convenience for members and could be a substantial money-maker. Similarly, a cart could be used for drink service around a pool or the tennis courts.

GRAFFITTI BOARDS
Consider putting up a special graffitti board in your locker room or bathrooms. It can be as simple as a blackboard and chalk and allows doodlers to write to their heart's content. It's interesting; keeps writing off walls and can be erased as frequently as needed.

NAMING OF HOLES
In addition to having just a "17th hole," for example, consider giving a name to each hole. It could be something like "17—The Terrible Twister," or it could be named after an individual, for example "17—Harry Wilson's Folly." In fact, you may consider naming of holes after individuals who bring in the most amount of members in an "every member get a member" campaign, and perhaps changing the names each year. In this way, you can add both interest and incentive, all at virtually no cost.

TOURNAMENTS
In order to spark more interest, consider running tournaments every weekend of the season, with virtually anyone playing being eligible for some sort of prize. You can name the tournaments after U.S. Presidents, starting with Washington, or perhaps in honor of certain club members, again, considering those who bring in most members in an "every member get a member" campaign.

---

HOT OPPORTUNITY!

Stewart® In-fra-red oven plus free installation and service.

Stewart® delivery of a wide variety of taste-tempting sandwiches.

Just turn the dial...Stewart does all the rest! You don't need experience...you don't need extra help...you don't need extra room...and best of all, you invest absolutely nothing to add fast-food profits to your business with Stewart Hot Sandwich Service.

Stewart supplies the infra-red ovens at no cost to you. They supply a wide variety of top quality, appetizing sandwiches, fresh-made in regional kitchens and delivered in refrigerated trucks. Just twist the dial, set the timer, and heat up to 12 sandwiches in almost no time at all!

Trained Stewart representatives will analyze your traffic pattern and store plan, determine what equipment is best for you—then install and maintain it FREE. You make up to 30% profit on each sandwich sold...and Stewart even provides FREE sales-making signs, banners and menu cards to get those impulse profits rolling the moment you start your Stewart Hot Sandwich business.

FREE!

REGULAR DELIVERY
Your choice of fresh-made sandwiches are delivered regularly on a pre-set schedule. You don't worry about waste or spoilage, either—because Stewart manages your inventory. You just heat and sell.
COMMITTEES
Have your members do some work for you! If you don’t have one already, establish at least an Events Committee which can come up with activities that will be enjoyed by one and all. A special Ladies Committee could be set up to establish good activities to spark ladies’ interest. A Membership Committee could develop strategies for bringing in new members.

FOOD SERVICE
Examine food service carefully. Is it sufficient? Can you serve something other than hamburgers and hot dogs? Do you have a snack bar in an appropriate place? Are dirty menus discarded? Could you institute a special “golfer’s breakfast” for weekend players, perhaps including a Bloody Mary or something similar? If the food is good—and it better be—is it served attractively? Could you have a special Sunday morning smorgasbord? Does the menu describe food in an appetizing manner, for example, “one-quarter pound of delicious, sizzling choice ground tenderloin, grilled to your specifications and served with garden fresh lettuce and sliced tomato,” instead of “hamburger?” In other words, consider your food service as a good source of income, not just as something available. It not only can generate profit in and of itself, but it also can provide another reason why members remain members. And the same applies to cocktail service. Can you use special glasses rather than the typical? Do you serve nuts, chips and other dry hors d’oeuvres, or even hot hors d’oeuvres on a complimentary basis, and so on.

IMAGE CONTROL
Strive to develop a uniform image. Develop a standard logo for the name of your club and be sure it appears on everything connected with the club, from signs and stationery to business cards, billing forms, newsletter, caps, club mittens, score cards and hole flags. If you use certain colors, be sure they appear on everything, too, rather than just a random mish-mash array. By standardizing logo and colors, it is far easier to establish an instant identity whenever anything connected with your club is seen.

GENERAL EVALUATIONS
On at least a monthly basis, someone with a critical eye and not afraid to speak his or her mind should make a complete survey of the club, inspecting everything. Is the clubhouse kept attractive and appealing? Is the pro shop in good condition? Are signs on the doors uniform and attractive? Is outdoor furniture in a good state of repair? In other words, view the club as a prospective member might view it. By performing continual preventive maintenance and repair you will not only keep the club in good shape, and so protect your investment, but you’ll also have a good looking club, one which people will be attracted to and will enjoy being involved with.

SIGNAGE
It’s imperative that the course have at least two signs on the roadway, for traffic coming in either direction. The signs should be attractive and must be kept attractive. Consider developing signs that will allow you to tack up large notices of coming events, such as

PRESIDENT’S TOURNAMENT
continued on page 46
IF...

YOU OWN OR OPERATE A:
Pro Shop
Golf Course
Driving Range
Par-3 Course
Miniature Course

...SEND NOW, FOR OUR

New 1974 64-page
Wholesalers Catalog
of Golf Supplies

Balls, clubs, club repair supplies, tees, mats, pairs, markers, retrievers, golf bags, obstacles, ball washers, ball pickers, electric bug killers, ball striping & painting, supplies, grips, nets, shoes & accessories, umbrellas ... and more!

Eastern GOLF COMPANY, INC.
2537 Boston Road (Route 71)
Bronx, N.Y. 10467
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THIS WEEKEND. If you do tack up notices on the signs, be sure they are kept current.

PUBLICITY

Everything you do that is noteworthy, including development of any new program or gimmick, should be covered by a news release sent out to the sports desks of area daily newspapers, editors of local weekly newspapers and magazines, and news assignment editors of area television and radio stations. If you have something that you think is particularly worthwhile, call an editor beforehand to see if he may be willing to send out someone to cover it in person. In return, you should grant an exclusive, meaning that you will notify no one else of the item at least until after that editor has the story aired or published. If possible, submit captioned photos with each release, because they increase your chances of coverage. Do not expect all media to pick up the story, but don't try to guess which will and which won't. Compile a news media listing and mail releases to the full list. The more releases you get out and get published, the more you will appear before the public, a major goal of any promotional program.

To be sure, the above list is very minimal and requires adaption to individual circumstances. What it does indicate, however, is that there are a variety of imaginative and very low cost—some no cost—programs which can be undertaken to boost member and prospective member interest, get the course talked about, make membership in your club a refreshing, fun experience, and, in general, boost income and profits. Above all, it attempts to prove an old adage that ideas are precious, providing you do more than just think about them. So, two closing pieces of advice. First, keep with you at all times a little notebook in which you can jot down ideas—those that just pop into your head, and those which you can get by observing what others are doing. Second, take action on your ideas. If you can't do it yourself, then see to it that someone else does. Although you can't expect that everything you do will enjoy immediate success, or even will ever be successful, you will never have a chance to succeed if you don't try.
ENERGY CONSERVATION TIPS FROM TORO

In its continuing effort to help clubs through the energy crisis, The Toro Company of Minneapolis has distributed a leaflet including several solid suggestions for weathering the "crunch":

The energy crisis provides an opportunity to evaluate the managerial procedures and operational techniques required for high turfgrass standards so vital to achievement of environmental beauty and ecological balance. We suggest, says a Toro spokesman, a review and consideration of the management of budget, facilities, equipment, turfgrass and people.

Budget
- Budget for increasingly higher prices
- Expect delays in deliveries of most products and supplies
- Fuel costs represent some 2 to 3 percent of the budget, whereas labor is estimated to be 65 to 70 percent
- Should fuel costs double or triple, the major savings still will accrue through efficient management of the labor factor
- Evaluate your equipment fleet against the tasks to be done
- New capital expenditures for higher capacity, more efficient mowing and irrigation equipment will save both in labor and fuel expenditures

Facilities
- Lower working temperatures in office and shop
- Minimize interior and exterior lighting
- Seek alternative heating methods and do not heat or cool non-essential areas
- Consider use of insulation throughout the facility

Equipment
- Keep engine tuned; adjust carburetor and ignition
- Keep air cleaner and combustion chamber clean
- Keep equipment properly adjusted and lubricated
- Keep blades sharp to reduce friction loss
- Keep tires properly inflated
- Review owner's manual
- Establish preventive maintenance procedures

Turfgrass
- Review all cultural practices and techniques
- Test soils to determine pH and nutrient levels
- Review fertilizer programs and products
- Evaluate watering schedules; frequency; amount and timing
- Correct all drainage problem areas
- Evaluate mowing schedules; frequency, timing and location
- Evaluate adaptation and use of turfgrass varieties. You now have versus characteristics to be found in "new" improved selections
- Evaluate height of cut in relation to type of mowing equipment
- Cultivate to ensure efficient use of fertilizer, water and chemicals
- Use pesticides wisely and maintain adequate programs for control of all pests, weeds, insects and diseases

People
- Review all tasks and establish priorities
- Schedule equipment use to attain maximum efficiency
- Retrain operators on mowing techniques, equipment operation and adjustment
- Combine tasks, eliminate non-essential travel to and from work location
- Familiarize all personnel with owner's manual
- Analyze special trips
- Stock high use parts and use United Parcel Service for emergency deliveries.
- Form car pools for transportation to and from work and professional meetings
WHAT'S BEHIND THE SEED PRICE SITUATION?

Continued inflation and foreign demand for seeds, as well as environmental laws will keep seed prices at their present all-time high. A bumper crop could change all that—but is unlikely.

by DR. FRED B. LEDEBOER
Vice President, Agronomy and Research
Lofts-Pedigreed Seed Company, Bound Brook, New Jersey

Not since the upheavals of the sixties have the events of one year so shaken the American public. Repeated shock waves over the last 13 months, from Watergate to the Arab oil embargo; continue to frazzle the now delicate nerves of the embattled economy. The Wall Street barometer rose and fell like the hope and despair of a terminal patient. Month by month the Gross National Product ballooned, fed by an inflation no governmental action could contain. Once price controls were lifted, all sectors of business and industry predicted increases to consumers. The turfgrass industry followed suit, and everyone connected with turfgrass thought they knew what to expect.

Prices did increase, but the cause was a surprise. The ancient problem of bad weather came as a sleeper to a seed industry that was looking toward Washington for answers. The resulting crop failure accounted in large part for the unexpected and drastic hike in seed prices and was augmented by the drain of foreign demand, competition with farm products, impending antiburning laws and the possibility that fertilizer production would be cut back.

BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES END

Grass seed has been a bargain in the United States, compared to other American commodities—agricultural and otherwise—and compared also to the grass seed produced in many European countries. Not only were American seed prices lower, but the varietal and seed quality were considerably higher. Even at today's inflation-ridden prices, quality turfgrass seed is still a bargain.

Modestly higher seed prices, boosted by inflation, were expected. Nobody anticipated the drastic hike that actually occurred. Probably, the predominant factor figuring in the unexpected price jump was the severe drought during late spring and early summer in the Pacific Northwest, where the bulk of all American turf seed is produced. At any other time of the year, a dry spell would have had little effect on the seed crop. This drought occurred during the critical filling time (the period shortly after bloom when young seeds begin to develop from pollinated ovaries). Plants need sufficient moisture during these critical weeks, so that ample nutrients can be moved into the developing seeds. During moisture stress, little nutrient movement can take place; consequently, embryos do not develop into plump viable seeds. The result during 1973 was an extremely light seed harvest throughout the region, including complete crop failures in some areas and the destruction of many perenniating seed plants in the field in other areas. The affect on the 1973 crop picture was predictable; or so it was thought. The law of supply and demand would exert itself. Grass seeds are harvested once a year, thus price increases would occur.

With low holdover reserves from previous years augmenting the seed shortage, coupled with considerable foreign demand and continuously increasing domestic needs, the effects on the seed market were sudden, dramatic and unexpected.

Although the short crop certainly accounted for the greatest price escalation, several other factors contributed as well. Two devaluations of the United States dollar, necessary to make up the ever-increasing balance-of-trade deficit, made American products more attractive to other nations, and the export picture looked brighter. For the first time since 1970, the United States registered a significant world trade surplus, much of which was brought about by huge increases in agricultural exports. Turfgrass was no exception.

American importation of Japanese and European products, by creating new wealth and raising the standard of living in those countries, generated a need for suitable areas for leisure and sports activities. Thus, foreign demand for high quality American produced turfgrass seeds rose steadily over the last two years.

Much of the credit for the tremendous progress in developing improved varieties and management programs should go to the American turfgrass researchers and plant breeders. Credit also should go to the American farmer, who developed efficient seed production methods on a large scale, making domestically produced seed a competitor on the world market. The increased awareness of fine turf in other countries is due to the continuing efforts of American equipment manufacturers to introduce sophisticated maintenance machines into foreign marketplaces. Also contributing to the greater use of domestic turf on foreign soil, has been the work of the International Turfgrass Society, which draws together the turfgrass scientists of the free world every four years to exchange research ideas and developments and to tour the turf facilities of the host countries.

FUTURE SEED PRICES

Turfgrass seed prices—particularly of improved varieties and high quality lots—will remain high. The main reason is that other agronomic crops, such as wheat, corn and soybeans, have...
NEW STANDARD RELEASES for '74

Ball Rack
Starter

Blu-Wiz®
Tee Towels

MiraLinks®
Plastic Chain

Venti-Knit® Flags

Developed to make your job easier

The four new products illustrated above are designed to help you. Speed up play with a ball rack. A unique golf ball display rack. Frayless, yet color-fast flags. Tough, absorbent laminated tee towels. And colorful, non-rusting plastic chain. Keeps maintenance to a minimum while you improve your golf course.

Ball Rack
Unique spiral fuse-coated rack holds balls in place. Set the balls in the top. Remove from the bottom. Can be mounted on a post on the 1st and 10th tees. Also makes an attractive display rack for your special sales on golf balls in the pro shop.

Blu-Wiz® Tee Towels
Tough, durable and yet highly absorbent. The Blu-Wiz® tee towel has two layers of a soft tissue, a layer of tough polypropylene scrim for strength plus two more layers of tissue. The original cost is much less than the cost of cloth or other type of towels.

MiraLinks® Plastic Chain
Decorative, protective and adjustable plastic chain that is quick and easy to install or change from one location to another is the MiraLinks®. It's available in bright orange, white and yellow and in three basic sizes. A pointed stake plus a flat base stake is available. Write today for details and free literature.

Venti-Knit® Flags
Ventilated nylon knit flags are tough and resilient. Even without hems, these flags withstand the continuous wind without fraying. This new material also takes the screening much better. That's the Venti-Knit® flag from Standard.

STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Department G
220 East Fourth Street Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
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become more competitive in price. Wheat and soybeans rose 300 and 200 percent, respectively. Therefore, only those turfgrass varieties that can guarantee the farmer an annual per acre return of $450 or $500 or that are of comparable value because they possess outstanding turf qualities, will be able to withstand the competition as long as wheat prices of $5 a bushel remain in effect. Other turfgrass types will simply be plowed out. Unfortunately, many of the best turf varieties are notoriously low seed yielders.

The modern American farmer is an excellent businessman who has seen how valuable his products are on the world food and fiber market. He will certainly use his assets to his own advantage to ensure a high return on his investments. If the rest of the world is willing to pay higher prices for agricultural products, Americans will not pay lower prices.

ANTI-BURNING LAWS

Another big shadow affecting turfgrass seed production and ultimate cost is the soon-to-be enforced anti-burning laws. Burning of the debris left in the field after harvest plays an important part in the annual cycle of grass seed production. Burning shocks the dormant plants, causing regrowth and stimulation of the reproductive cycle. Burning thins out the over-all stand to allow more reproductive stems to develop, destroys surviving disease and insect organisms that can seriously reduce future seed yields and effectively removes large quantities of straw that would otherwise have to be mechanically gathered.

The smoke caused by normal field burning has been ruled environmentally unacceptable: to date, no other sanitation method has been found. Research efforts are still underway to develop new smokeless, high heat intensity burners, which would be used after the straw had been mechanically removed. The increased cost of fuel needed for this operation will also effect seed prices.

The new anti-burning laws, which will halt all open-field burning by January 1, 1975, are expected to increase seed costs considerably, due to lower seed yields, higher cost of debris removal and greater use of chemicals to combat insects and diseases. Alternative uses for many thousand tons of straw are being investigated, but the key to continued successful grass seed production remains field burning after harvest.

FERTILIZER SUPPLIES

Over-all production costs will continue to rise if present trends persist. Since last November, when price controls were removed, fertilizer prices have doubled. This only nominally effects seed prices. The real fear is that fertilizer supplies will be depleted due to the energy crunch. Almost all nitrogen is produced with natural gas, which is becoming more costly as it becomes more scarce. In some areas of the Pacific Northwest, fertilizer dealers are cutting their deliveries to growers by 25 per cent. Invariably, this will result in lower seed yields, lower seed quality and higher prices.

Inflationary trends, if they continue, will prevent price lowering in the near future. Foreign demands promise to remain strong for the coming year. Unless 1974 is an exceptionally good crop year, prices are likely to remain high.

COURT GRANTS PGA INJUNCTION; MACARTHUR BARRED FROM USING PGA INITIALS

LAKE PARK, FLA. — The Professional Golfers’ Assn. of America has received a favorable ruling in its lawsuit against the interests of John D. MacArthur over the use of the PGA initials at the golf facility formerly occupied by the PGA in Palm Beach Gardens, it was announced by PGA President William Clarke.

Judge Peter T. Fay, from a Federal court bench in Miami, granted the PGA’s request for a permanent injunction prohibiting the MacArthur interests from using the initials PGA or the name Professional Golfers’ Assn. in connection with that facility, except in the factual statement that it is the former home of the PGA.

The PGA occupied this facility from March 1965 until February 1973; it was known then as the PGA National GC. When the PGA vacated the premises, the name of the facility was changed to PGA Country Club, after which the PGA instituted the lawsuit.

The injunction forbids the use of the PGA initials in the club’s name, on stationery, signs at the entrance and elsewhere and in advertising. It does not affect the nearby real estate nor would require the removal of permanent markings on the clubhouse building.

The Court found that there has been and will continue to be confusion to the public and unfair competition to the PGA if the facility continued to use the initials or name or any variation.

“We are pleased with this decision,” Clarke said. “We have felt all along that the continued use of our name after we left this facility was an infringement of our trademark rights and that it was harmful to the PGA. Although it was never our intention to cause harm to the former PGA National GC, we did feel that it was necessary for us to file the lawsuit in order to protect our interests.”